Endemism and evolutionary history in conflict over Madagascar's freshwater conservation priorities
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1. Introduction

Madagascar’s outstanding levels of endemism and imbalance across taxa are unmatched by any other biodiversity hotspot (Ganzhorn et al., 2001): according to Conservation International, the island is home to 11,600 endemic plant species (89.2% of the total present), 144 endemic mammal species (92.9%), 367 endemic reptile species (95.6%) and 229 endemic amphibian species (99.6%). At the same time, the rate at which habitat and biodiversity disappears on the island is alarming (Allnutt et al., 2008) and Madagascar tops the world list of biodiversity hotspots and much conservation effort has been directed toward its threatened plants and vertebrates. In contrast, its highly diverse freshwater invertebrate fauna has received comparatively little conservation attention. We conducted an inventory of Madagascar’s adaphagan water beetles (Coleoptera, Dytiscidae, Noteridae, Gyrinidae, Haliplidae) using a combined morphological and molecular approach. In total, 2043 beetles from 153 sites were sequenced for cytochrome oxidase subunit I (cox1), and species delimitation was carried out using the coalescent-based GMYC model. Phylogenetic relationships of the resulting entities were established using cox1 combined with partial 16S rRNA and 28S rRNA sequences. Ten national parks were assessed for their species richness, phylogenetic diversity (PD) and endemism. We were particularly interested in the contribution of endemic species to PD. Congruence between molecular and taxonomic identifications was high (91%), with 69% of sampled species endemic to Madagascar. Interestingly, we found that PD at a site was negatively correlated to the proportion of endemic species, most likely because endemics are the result of recent radiations with relatively little branch-length contribution to the measure of PD. This suggests that ranking sites for conservation priority based solely on PD potentially disfavor endemic species by under-rating areas where the evolutionary process is most active.
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Mittermeier et al., 2005). In 2003, Madagascar counted 21 national parks, five “réserves naturelles intégrales” and 21 special reserves, covering more than 1.7 millions ha. However, the same year during the World Parks Congress, the former government announced a target to triple this network of protected areas to 10% of the island by 2012 (Gouvernement Malgache, 2004). Several areas have been under study since then and some were added to the protected network in 2006, raising the critical issue of which biodiversity indicators can best be used to align various conservation priorities.

Species richness is a commonly applied indicator of biodiversity (Gotelli and Colwell, 2001), although it does not take explicitly the genetic and evolutionary dimension of diversity into account. The instrumental value of biodiversity may be better accommodated by accounting for its genetic and taxonomic diversity (Faith, 1994; Moritz, 2002; Polasky et al., 2001), prioritising distantly over closely related taxa (Faith, 1994). Phylogenetic diversity (PD) (Faith, 1992) has been suggested as an appropriate biodiversity
indicator for this purpose (Barker, 2002). Phylogenetic diversity is defined as the sum of the evolutionary pathways connecting a set of taxa (Faith, 1992), and describes ‘feature diversity’ (Faith, 2002). The concept has been widely adopted and the measure of PD used in conservation practice to identify key regions within hotspots (Forest et al., 2007; Prado et al., 2010).

The general idea behind PD is to give relatively higher priority to those lineages that represent a longer evolutionary time (Krajewski, 1991). Under comparable rates of evolution, longer time translates to more divergent “evolutionary products” and hence maximizing PD would maximize the feature diversity of the protected area that in turn can be seen as a best investment for an unpredictable future (Witting and Loeschcke, 1995). An important consideration is that recent adaptive radiations yield low PD, yet they can be seen as the active motors of speciation as opposed to long branched but species generating evolutionary dead ends (Nee and May, 1997). Consequently, prioritising high PD values may exclude active centres of speciation from the future protected network (Erwin, 1991; Spathelf and Waite, 2007). Utilizing PD values in biodiversity hotspots must therefore be an informed decision, potentially prioritising ancient versus recent radiations (Nee and May, 1997). Thus neither endemism nor PD might be optimal as biodiversity indicators for conservation priority settings. Davis et al. (2008) considered this enigma and identified areas of neo-endemism in biodiversity hotspots, by weighting the endemic status of species by their spatial range and their genetic divergence from sister taxa. Similarly, Rosauer et al. (2009) developed a new indicator measuring the spatial restriction of PD, named phylogenetic endemism, so as to map endemism of lineages and identify regions where PD is restricted.

In Madagascar, two recent studies suggested the emergence of microendemic species through recent adaptive radiations. Wilmé et al. (2006) investigated the effects of paleoclimatic shifts and river drainage systems on vertebrate dispersal patterns and vicariance within the island based on a comprehensive database of species distribution. In short, Wilmé et al. (2006) outlined a speciation scenario of retracting and expanding forests resulting in isolated patches along altitudinal riversystems during Quaternary climate cycles. As an alternative, several authors underlined the potential role of environmental gradients and the heterogeneous climate of Madagascar in generating local endemism (Dewar and Richard, 2007; Harcourt, 2008). In particular Raxworthy et al. (2007) discussed the role of climatic gradients and the general idea of climate patterns engendering local endemism was referred to as “the current climate hypothesis” by Pearson and Raxworthy (2009). Our intentions are not to test these hypotheses but rather to test the implications on utilizing PD in biodiversity hotspots where recent adaptive radiations and paleoendemics coexist (Yoder and Nowak, 2006).

Adephagan water beetles are predators that occupy most types of water bodies. Larval and adult stages are both fully aquatic. It is a species-rich group, quite easily sampled and ecologically well understood, and it has therefore been used as an indicator group for freshwater biodiversity assessment (Sanchez-Fernandez et al., 2006). Freshwater biodiversity was not considered a conservation priority in Madagascar until recently, although it was shown to be species rich and highly microendemic, with many freshwater species remaining restricted to one or few river basins (Benstead et al., 2003). However this biota is still not given the same attention as flagship vertebrates, while they are equally threatened (Green and Sussman, 1990). We take advantage of the development of high throughput DNA sequencing and operational species delimitation methods, but also evaluate morphological and distributional knowledge to conduct an integrated inventory of the adepghan water beetle fauna of Madagascar. The resulting catalogue of species and regional species pool phylogeny are analyzed to rank ten existing protected areas according to different biodiversity indicators. We also test the hypothesis that if endemic species result from recent radiations their proportional representation would negatively influence measures of PD.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sampling

Adephagan water beetles (Coleoptera: Dytiscidae, Noteridae, Haliplidae, Gyrinidae) were collected between 2004 and 2007, following a sampling strategy designed to maximize latitudinal and longitudinal gradients, and habitat and microhabitat diversity of the island. To do so, 153 sampling sites located both inside and outside of 10 protected areas (National Parks and Special reserves) (Table 1) were chosen within each of the seven WWF ecoregions encountered in Madagascar: humid/lowland forests, subhumid forests, mangroves, succulent woodlands, dry deciduous forests, ericoid thickets, and spiny thickets (Fig. 1).

The collecting was conducted with hand nets and sieves, depending on the size of the water bodies and the type of micro-habitat (e.g. streams, pools, rivers, water falls, hygropetric rocks). In a few localities 1.5 L bottle traps left overnight were used in addition to active sampling. GPS coordinates were recorded for each sampling locality. The insects were stored in 95% ethanol immediately after collection and returned to the laboratory, where they were identified to species, or, if not possible, sorted to morphospecies. As a sample of the intraspecific genetic variation, up to five individuals per Linnean species/morphospecies per locality were prepared for the molecular analysis. Specimens are deposited in the research collection of the Department of Entomology, Natural History Museum, London.

2.2. DNA extractions and sequencing

In order to allow subsequent taxonomic identification, the DNA was extracted from the insects using non-destructive methods: depending on the size of the beetles, a leg, the whole individual, or the head together with the prothorax were placed overnight in a lysis buffer containing a solution of proteinase K. The WIZARD SV 96 Genomic Kit (Promega) was used, allowing processing 96 individuals at a time. The mitochondrial DNA was amplified for the 3’ region of the Cytochrome Oxidase subunit I (cox1) by PCR, using the set of primers Ron Inosine/Ron Dyt and Patty/Pat Dyt (Ron Inosine: GGIGCICCIGATATAGCNTTYC, Ron Dyt: GGAGCACCT-GAT ATAGCNTTYC, Patty: GCTTAAATTCATTTGCACTAATCTGC, Pat Dyt: TCATT GCACTAATCTGC CCATATTGC). The resulting fragments are 1300 bp. The same PCR master mix was used for every reaction (quantities given per sample): 12 μl of 10% Trehalose, 4.65 μl of DNA grade water, 2.5 μl of Reaction Buffer (10× Bioline), 1.25 μl of 50 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 μl of Ron Dyt (or Ron Inosine), 0.5 μl of Pat Dyt (or Patty), 0.5 μl of dNTPs (40 μM), 0.1 μl of Taq DNA polymerase (Bioline) and 3 μl of the DNA eluate. The following cycling conditions were used, for both sets of primers: 2 min at 94 ºC; 30 s at 94 ºC, 1 min at 53 ºC, and 2 min and 15 s at 70 ºC (repeated over 35 cycles); 10 min at 70 ºC. The PCR products were purified and sequenced at the DNA Sequencing Facility of the Natural History Museum London. The primers Jerry (CAACATTATTGATTTTGGT) and Pat Dyt were used for the sequencing reactions, targeting a fragment of 800 bp within the Ron Dyt–Pat Dyt (or Ron Inosine–Patty) fragment. In order to reconstruct a three gene species phylogeny, two additional markers were targeted: partial 18S rRNA with primers 16Sar and 16Sb2 (Cognato and Vogler, 2001) and 28S rRNA with 28SSD and 28SFF (Monaghan et al., 2007). Within each GMYC cluster, only individuals for which a minimum of two
markers were successfully amplified and sequenced were kept for
the three gene phylogenetic reconstruction.
Contigs were assembled from the forward and reverse se-
quences, when both directions were available. Single direction se-
quences and contigs were edited in Sequencher 4.6 (Gene Codes
Corp, Ann Arbor, USA). A total of 2043 sequences (Genbank ac-
cessions HQ381639 – HQ383682) were aligned in MAFFT version 6
(http://align.bmr.kyushu-u.ac.jp/mafft/online/server/) following
the FFT-NS-1 strategy, recommended for large datasets (i.e.
>2000 sequences), with default gap penalties (gap opening pen-
alty = 1.53, offset value = 0). The resulting gap free alignment was
trimmed to 740 bp.

2.3. Species delimitation and the GMYC model
A parsimony search was conducted in TNT (Goloboff et al.,
2008) on the cox1 dataset, using the reduced matrix of 1006 unique
haplotypes. From this topology, branch lengths were estimated un-
der maximum likelihood using a GTR model and a uniform clock in
PAUP*4.0b10 (Swofford, 2002). The General Mixed Yule-Coalescent
(GMYC) approach (Pons et al., 2006) was used to conduct the spe-
cies delimitation using the splits package available for R (package
at http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/splits). The number of lin-
eages as a function of time was plotted in order to visualize the
transition in branching rate between inter- and intraspecific
events. The single threshold option was used on the tree to find
the maximum likelihood solution of the GMYC model.

2.4. Multiple alignment and phylogenetic analysis
One representative individual per GMYC group was selected to
reconstruct a phylogeny of the regional species pool based on all
three markers which was later used to calculate PD across sites
and protected parks. A total of 169 cox1 sequences, 157 16S se-
quences and 114 28S sequences constituted the matrix (Genbank ac-
cessions: 16S HQ381369 – HQ381525; 28S HQ381526 –
HQ381639). The alignment of cox1 was unambiguous but different
strategies were tested for the length variable 16S and 28S regions:
five alignment setting combinations (gap opening penalty: 5, 6.66,
10, 15, 20 and gap extension penalty: 6.66) in ClustaW (Thompson
et al., 1994) and three distinct strategies (E-INS-i, G-INS-I and L-
INS-i) in MAFFT (gap opening penalty = 1.53, offset value = 0). Con-
gruence between the resulting alignments and the unambiguously
aligned cox1 region was tested with the ILD test (Farris et al.,
1994). Parsimony searches in PAUP*4.0b10 were used to calculate
tree lengths (1000 random addition sequence replicates and gaps
treated as 5th state). The alignment strategy that gave the lowest
ratio ILD/length of combined analysis tree (Wheeler and Hayashi,
1998) was selected (Supplementary material, Table A.1).
For all trees, the single representative of the family Haliplidae
was chosen as outgroup. Nucleotide substitution models were

### Table 1: Existing national parks/special reserves considered as potential protected areas for the hydradephagan beetle fauna of Madagascar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>Ecor</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>GPS coord</th>
<th>Conservation interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andasibe</td>
<td>15,480</td>
<td>LLF</td>
<td>900–1250</td>
<td>18°28'S–48°28'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andringitra</td>
<td>31,160</td>
<td>SHF-ET</td>
<td>650–2658</td>
<td>22°07'S–46°47'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankana</td>
<td>18,225</td>
<td>DDF-ET</td>
<td>50–300</td>
<td>12°50'S–49°01'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isalo</td>
<td>81,540</td>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>514–1268</td>
<td>22°22'S–45°11'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marojejy</td>
<td>60,050</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>60–2132</td>
<td>14°26'S–49°15'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masoala</td>
<td>240,520</td>
<td>LHF</td>
<td>0–1224</td>
<td>15°18'S–50°03'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montagne d'Ambre</td>
<td>23,010</td>
<td>DDF-SHF</td>
<td>850–1475</td>
<td>12°31'S–49°03'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranomafana</td>
<td>41,601</td>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>400–1417</td>
<td>21°13'S–47°27'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahamena</td>
<td>64,370</td>
<td>ET</td>
<td>254–1560</td>
<td>17°30'S–48°41'E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zombitse</td>
<td>36,308</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>300–825</td>
<td>22°45'S–44°45'E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ecor*: Ecoregions encountered within the boundaries of the national park (LLF: lowland forest, SHF: subhumid forest, ET: ericoid thickets, DDF: dry deciduous forest, SW: succulent woodland).

*GPS coord*: GPS coordinates.

*Conservation interest*: Specificities of the area that justified its protected status.
tested on five partitions of the dataset: first, second and third codon positions for cox1, 16S and 28S. The selected models from MrModeltest v2 (Nylander, 2004) according to the hierarchical likelihood ratio test and the AIC values were applied to the partitioned dataset and implemented in MrBayes 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). Two parallel MCMC runs, each with one cold and three heated chains (temp = 0.2) were run for 10 million generations and sampled every 1000 generations. The mean loglikelihoods and estimated sample sizes (ESS) for the two chains were compared and the burnin was set at 10%, which gave ESS values above 100 for most of the parameters. Trees were summarized using an “all compatible” consensus in MrBayes, storing both branch lengths and posterior probabilities.

2.5. Biodiversity indicators and congruence

Taxon accumulation curves were constructed to assess the comprehensiveness of the sampling at both the species and genotype levels. Presence/absence of each GMYC species and each haplotype were reported for the 153 sites in two community matrices, and used in EstimateS V.8.0 (Gotelli and Colwell, 2001) to build a species and a haplotype accumulation curve with the Mao Tau (given with 95% confidence). Three different indices were used to estimate the total species and haplotype richness: the Incidence based Coverage Estimator (ICE), the Chao 2, and the Michaelis Menten MMRuns. The final estimations were given as an interval between the lowest and the highest estimation among the three indices. Second, to take the evolutionary dimension into account and assess the proportion of total PD captured in the sampling, we evaluated the accumulation curve of PD, defined as the sum of branch lengths of the minimal subtree connecting all taxa in the subset (Faith, 1992). The complete cox1 dataset (2043 sequences) was formatted in R version 2.8.1 (http://cran.r-project.org/) to construct a PD accumulation curve. Given the large number of sequences, the large number of tree searches during the following randomization process and the consequent computational limitations, neighbor joining trees were preferred to maximum likelihood or parsimony trees in this specific analysis. Following the resampling procedure described by Zhou et al. (2009), a neighbor joining tree was reconstructed using K2P distances and pairwise deletion, and the number of tips (from 1 to 2042) were randomly sampled 500 times. For each randomization step, PD was calculated and its mean value kept for the corresponding tip number.

Incongruence between molecular delimitations and morphological identification was examined in a reciprocal illumination framework (Hennig, 1966). Members of subfamily Copelatinae could not all be identified to the species level at this stage, thus the GMYC species assigned to the genera Copelatus and Madaglymbus were removed from our calculations of congruence. The GMYC delimitations were used throughout for the downstream diversity analyses. Based on published records and catalogues we categorized species as endemic or non-endemic to the main island of Madagascar (i.e. species reported from the Comoro, Mascarene, Aldabra or Seychelles islands were considered non-endemic). In cases where the GMYC model delimited multiple clusters from what was identified as a single named species, the endemism categorization was judged on a case by case basis: subdivided clusters of widespread African species like Cybister senegalensis were all categorized as non-endemic, while subdivided units of endemic species were treated as endemic.

Having defined endemic and non-endemic taxa, four biodiversity indicators were calculated per sampling site and per protected area: the PD, the GMYC species richness (SR), the percentage of endemic species found in each site/protected area (% Endemism) and the percentage of PD represented by the endemic taxa only (% PD End). Phylogenetic diversity values were calculated this time from the 3-gene phylogeny of the regional species pool using the picante library (Kembel et al., 2010). PD was calculated as the sum of the branch lengths of the phylogeny connecting all species in the sampling site/area. The Bayesian tree was made ultrametric by applying the nonparametric rate smoothing algorithm described in Sanderson (1997). All subsequent statistical tests based on these biodiversity indicators were conducted in R.

3. Results

3.1. Species delimitation

We analyzed 2043 individuals from 153 collection sites, which produced a total of 1006 mtDNA haplotypes. The maximum likelihood solution of the GMYC model delimited a total of 169 entities (referred to hereafter as GMYC species) (Fig. 2a), 129 as distinct clusters of haplotypes and 40 as singletons (Supplementary material, Figs. A.1 and A.2). The maximum likelihood of the GMYC model was significantly higher than the likelihood of the null model: 9785.035 against 9567.816, 2ΔL = 434.4380, χ² test: p < 0.001*** (Fig. 2b).

3.2. Congruence, endemism and accumulated diversity

Based on the taxonomic identification, more than 91% of the GMYC species were congruent with Linnaean species: 118 cases...
out of 129 (excluding Copelatinae, see Section 2.5), from which seven were new species and 111 contained only specimens assigned to the same Linnaean name. Eleven GMYC clusters grouped specimens recognized as two different Linnaean species at least, and thus were considered incongruent (Supplementary material, Table A.2). Among these 11 groups, four cases of nested species were identified (Laccophilus pseustes/L. allaudi, Pachynectes costulifer/P. sp.n. 4, Hydrovatus crassicornis/H. madagascariensis, Cybister senegalensis/C. guignoti). More than 20 new species were discovered in this integrated inventory (Table A.2), which will be formally described elsewhere. At least ten of these belong to the endemic genus Madaglymbus that seems to be the largest endemic radiation of hydradephagan beetles on Madagascar. While the overall level of endemism was conservatively estimated as 69% of the GMYC species (genus Copelatus excluded), endemism varied among genera, ranging from 20% (Hydroglyphus) to 100% (Orectogygrys) (Table A.2). Thirteen out of the 106 Linnaean species identified in our samples were subdivided in several GMYC clusters.

The sample-based rarefaction curves were built from the incidences of the 169 GMYC species and the 1006 mtDNA haplotypes across the 153 sites. The randomized PD accumulation curve was artificially scaled to compare the shape of the curves (Fig. 3). Both the species accumulation curve and the PD accumulation curve approach, but do not reach, an asymptote, whereas the haplotype curve is still curvilinear (Fig. 3). Three different total richness estimators were used: the ICE, the Chao2, and the MMRuns respectively estimated the total richness to be 216, 227 and 210 respectively. Considering the species richness, Andasibe (45 species) and Zahamena (38 species) still figure among the most diverse parks, together with Isalo (45 species) whereas the percentage of endemism was highest in Zahamena, Montagne d’Ambre, and Marojejy national parks, with 78.6%, 73.3%, and 68.2% of endemic species respectively. Finally, % PD End was greatest in Andasibe (40%), Isalo (34.1%) and Zahamena (38.8%). Out of the three highest ranked areas given by each index, two were common to PD and SR results, as well as to SR and % PD End. However the use of phylogenetic diversity or the percentage of endemic species in the community as biodiversity indicators resulted in two distinct rankings. This discrepancy between PD and % Endemism can have significant implications for conservation priorities. We predicted that endemic elements in the community would decrease the average PD making it an inappropriate indicator for a conservation strategy targeting endemic species. Phylogenetic diversity accumulation curves for endemic and non-endemic taxa showed almost identical shapes (Supplementary material, Fig. A.3). We found that PD and species richness were positively correlated for both endemic and non-endemic groups (Supplementary material, Fig. A.4) (endemic: intercept = 0.454, slope = 0.414, p < 0.001; non-endemic: intercept = 0.417, slope = 0.393, p < 0.001) but the difference in slopes and intercepts between the two linear models were not significant (Δintercepts = 0.037, p = 0.639; Δslopes = 0.021, p = 0.344). However, a quadratic regression revealed a significant correlation between PD and % Endemism across the 153 sites: negative for percentages of endemism higher than 46% and positive otherwise (Fig. 5) (PD = a + b(arcsin(√(% Endemism))) + c(arcsin(√(% Endemism)))²; a = 1.2535, b = 4.7670, c = 3.0335, p < 0.001) (Since the data are not normally distributed, the regression was done using an arcsin-square root transform of the percentage of endemic species).

4. Discussion

Priorities for conservation reserve networks are often set in order to maximize a biodiversity measure, commonly species diversity. Quantifying and defining the boundaries of species therefore remain critical steps (Magurran, 1988). In reality the choice of operational species units is often given little attention in comparison to the choice of the biodiversity indicator itself. Quantifying species until recently required a well worked out taxonomic system of the group and region of interest, which is however missing in many areas of the globe most in need of conservation (Wilson, 2003). The GMYC model overcomes this taxonomic bottleneck and offers operational and quantifiable independently evolving units (Pons et al., 2006). It has recently been used on Malagasy insects (Monaghan et al., 2009) and proved to be a fast and efficient way of delimiting species within poorly described faunas (Pons et al., 2006). However, delimited molecular units as such lack a link to the vast accumulated biological knowledge of species, be it medicinal use, distribution records, phenology or habitat requirements. The morphological identification enabled us to ascribe names to the GMYC units in most cases. This was then used to separate Malagasy endemics from widespread African or Oriental elements.

Lohse (2009) showed that the GMYC method is sensitive to the completeness of the geographic sampling, risking an overestimation of clusters if the proportion of unsampled demes is high. The high congruence between GMYC clusters and Linnaean species
in the present study suggests a low prevalence of this type of sampling related error (also see Papadopoulou et al. (2009)). Nevertheless, a case like the split of the gyrinid *Dineutes proximus* into five, mostly geographically separated, GMYC entities needs to be tested with further sampling of demes. We captured a considerable proportion of the estimated total species richness (up to 80.5%) as well as of the total PD, from more than 2000 individuals and 153 sites. In comparison, Monaghan et al. (2009) found 112 species within Dytiscidae and Hydrophilidae with Chao-estimated richness of 121–166, compared to ca. 210 species in four families here. In addition, the suitability of the GMYC approach could be verified on one hand by the clear peak of the likelihood curve and on the other hand by the level of congruence with the morphological species. More than 90% of the GMYC entities were congruent with the Linnaean species described to date, but considering that several groups are in need of revision (Miller et al., 2009), the congruence will likely increase. The presence of Linnaean species split into more than one GMYC cluster suggests the existence of new species to be evaluated and potentially described. The fact that we found more than 20 new confirmed species out of 169 in total indicates that the hydraladephagan beetle diversity is far from completely known. Similarly, the percentage of endemic (69%) calculated from the congruence of the GMYC clusters with endemic Linnaean species is probably below the real level of endemism. This is partly because of the conservative approach we took in linking endemism to the incongruent GMYC species but also because of the remaining endemic species to be discovered. Nevertheless, the figures will likely end up below proportions for other well known groups (Goodman and Benstead, 2005), reflecting the general dispersal capacity of hydraladephagan beetles (Riber and Vogler, 2000).

Despite the considerable scientific effort to understand Madagascar’s exceptional biodiversity richness and endemism patterns, not all organisms have been studied to the same degree: very little is known about the invertebrate alpha diversity of the island (see Goodman and Benstead, 2005). Consequently, protected areas in Madagascar are mostly designed for vertebrates and plants. Kremen et al. (2008) proved that multitaxonomic rather than single-taxon approaches were critical for the selection of priorities within the island. By proposing new conservation areas for the 10% target based on expert validated distribution models and rare species records of more than 2000 endemic species, including ants and butterflies, they emphasized the role of invertebrate faunas in the practice of global conservation. Here we evaluated ten of the existing national parks as potential protected areas for aquatic invertebrates and tested four distinct biodiversity indicators. Among the four, many consider PD today as the best measure of priority for biodiversity conservation (Barker, 2002; Forest et al., 2007; Prado et al., 2010). The common practice is to produce DNA sequence data for one representative per predefined species and calculate PD from the resulting phylogeny. This protocol risks omitting the evolutionary history from cryptic, undescribed and lumped/unrevised valid species or species complexes, and the resulting estimations of both taxon richness and PD could mislead the selection of protected areas. A high throughput DNA sequencing approach of whole communities includes all evolutionary history independent of the level of a priori taxonomic knowledge. A second advantage comes with the increased resolution and detail when individuals constitute the terminals instead of species. For example, two sister species, per definition separated at the same time from a common
ancestor, could contribute differently to the total PD by varying in intraspecific genetic variation. This offers the possibility to take into account the genetic variation below the species level often argued to be relevant in conservation biology (Goldstein et al., 2000). Individual-based community phylogenetics is opening new doors not only in conservation biology but also in community ecology where similar measures to PD are used to understand the underlying processes of species coexistence (Webb et al., 2002).

It has been debated whether ancient lineages representing large amounts of evolutionary history should be prioritised over recent radiations that have undergone rapid species diversification recently (Erwin, 1991; Krajewski, 1991; Nee and May, 1997; Spathelf and Waite, 2007). Such prioritisation could actually decrease the future potential of species survival, adaptation and speciation, which would run counter to the goal of the conservation priority itself. Our results confirm this possibility as PD is in direct conflict with the percentage of endemic species when the latter reaches considerable levels: the higher the PD, the lower is the proportion of endemic species. This could be seen in Zombitse National Park that had the highest PD but the lowest proportion of endemic species. Our results indirectly align with Wilmès et al.’s (2006) proposition in that large parts of the microendemic patterns could be explained by relatively recent (potentially adaptive) radiations. We conclude that giving priority to high PD can fail to consider areas rich in recent radiations, and that integrating endemism and PD into one index could contribute to the optimization of evolutionary conservation.
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